RETURNABLE
ASSETS TRACKING
Save up to 40% on
returnable assets costs
using Capturs disruptive
track & trace system.

Not-so-fun-facts !
•
•
•

Up to 40% assets are lost, broken or stolen
Up to 20% budgets are allocated to replace
these items
Up to 30% overstock to prevent shortages

Standard track&trace methods are outdated !
Live GPS tracking era has come

Place trackers on assets

Connect to Capturs

Get real-time analytics

Our small off-the-shelf trackers

Our SaaS is accessible from any

Our smart platform analyses all

have years of autonomy and work

PC / Mac / Smartphone. Track &

data, allowing to make savings on

without infrastructure.

trace your assets in a few clics.

losses, inventories, productivity...
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Make substential savings at
each step of the cycle

$ Broken

Your
warehouse

Your
customer

$ Lost

$ Overstock
$ Stolen
Your recycler

No infrastructure, installation within minutes
Low Power IoT Network Sigfox
for very high autonomy (from
months to years).

Movement detector.

GPS tracking for precise
positioning everywhere.

IP67 rugged industrial
design. 75x75x35mm / 60g.

Exclusive long-range Capturs
beacons for precise deep
indoor positioning.

Temperature monitoring.

Non rechargeable battery :
lithium or alkaline.

Platform compatible with
3rd party devices. Device
compatible with any
platform using API.

Possibility of manufacturing
specific enclosure, adapted to
the product form factors or to the
regulatory requirements (ATEX...).

Possiblity of people/workers
tracking on the same platform.
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Example of proposed
features

LIVE TRACKING

All your assets are displayed on
a live map, accessible on a user
friendly SAAS interface from any
internet browser or mobile phone.

MAIL / SMS ALERT SYSTEM

A powerful alert system sends
email / SMS messages on any
event and to unlimited recipients.

GEOFENCING

Retrieve the trace of your assets
with direction, speed, timestamp
and export in .GPX.

Receive alerts if an asset exits
or enters a specified area. Define
zones on-the-go using our smart
SAAS interface.

LIVE ZONES

LOW BATTERY

LIVE TRACE

Draw your zones on-the-go and
the system will automatically
detect the presence of the assets
in the proper zone.

MOVEMENT DETECTION

3 axis accelerometer with
configurable thresholds allows
fine movements detection, that
can be linked with alerts.

SPEED & ALTITUDE

The embedded GPS provides
and records instant speed and
altitude.

GPS & RADIO TRIANGULATION

Accurate position is retrieved
using GPS (5m accuracy),
combined with Sigfox radio
triangulation
when
out
of
satellites range.

BEACON

Out of GPS range? Don’t worry, the
exclusive Capturs beacon system
allows to track assets deep indoor
with 5m accuracy.

A low battery warning allows
you to perform better preventive
maintenance.

TEMPERATURE

All our trackers are equipped with
a temperature sensor to trigger
alerts, especially for cold chain
monitoring.

CONNECT TO THIRD-PARTY
SYSTEM

Data and alert can be used on
a third party system (ERP…).
Capturs SAAS is also compatible
with external or existing hardware.

BULK ALERTS

Lots of devices ? lots of alerts,
checkpoints ? No problem !
Capturs allows to program and
copy alerts in bulk.

ROLE BASED ACCESS
CONTROL

Administrator can share the
position of the assets to one or
more persons, entirely or partially,
in a few click.

HIGH-ENDS ANALYTICS

Automated RSA analytics for
identification of stolen, lost
or broken assets, inventories,
overstock, lead-time, suspicious
flow alert…

DEVICE REPORTS

Create specific reports for any
asset. Display and export relevant
data and dashboards to generate
savings.
ZONE REPORTS
The powerful zone check-in/out
system generates smart reports
automatically using our WYSIWYG
online interface.

ALERTS REPORTS

The alerts system includes
a report generator. All alerts
(movement, geofencing…) will
be logged in specific reports,
exportable in Excel.

STOP POINT PHYSICAL
ADDRESS

The powerful mapping systems
retrieves physical addresses and
generate specific configurable
report.

GPX / XLS EXPORT

All generated data can be exported
in Excel compatible format or in
GPX for the GPS traces.

UNLIMITED HISTORY

Unlimited history of all your assets
tracking is stored in secured
servers on the cloud.
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Real-time map and dashboard

History with smart timeline

Easy search system

Custom dashboards

Smart geofencing system
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